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A LITTLE EARLY WARNING STORY!
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MY SCULPTURES ARE FREE FROM THE SCULPTOR

Once in a TY. interview, I was suddenly asked,
"What is the sexual meaning of your sculpture
'Hardfact'?" Well, even in Los Angeles where one is
sort of ready for anything, for a moment, I was taken
aback. "Sexual?!?", I blurted and then it occurred to
me that since it was a live interview, he could not
edit that question out. "There must be something in
that sculpture that triggered you to ask that ... " "Well,
why, what?'; he said impatiently, coaxingly. "I am not
going to answer that question, but I can tell you
why ... "-1 was thinking of the timelessness of time,
wanting to incorporate the sun in the body of the
15 foot concrete giant like in a sun dial. It was 1965
and the world was ... THE SIXTIES?
It was then that I realized with a startle that
! "Hardfact"

was truly free from me, its creator, and
free from any restrictive meaning I might have assigned
to it. Initially, my sculpture embodied a personality
of its own - much wider and larger than the one I
believed I'd given it ... what a surprise!
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The next time I looked at the sculpture, I was
dumbfounded for I could see the "sexual connotation"
the interviewer had detected before ... I was so
surprised ...
This experience was my "early warning" to be more
modest in my authorship claims and to respect the
individuality and the freedom of my own works, even
from me, the creator.
Interestingly enough, years later the Faculty of
Dance choreographed and performed a whole set of
"ritual dances" with my sculpture becoming a stage
prop. The performance was rich and expressive, like
a ritual of ancient "Rites of Spring': The dance totally
changed the identity of the sculpture.
Yet, I must recognize that I am guided by a definite
goal, a specific "subject" if you wish. I strive intuitively
towards a clear expression of my subject matter. The
clarification of that "subject'; and with each and every
sculpture, I can tell you precisely what I was going
to realize - only to be stunned by the sculpture taking
its own course and developing, like by itself.

TWO WAYS TO SEE "ZEN-WEST"

"Zen-West" was born identical twins, an edition
of two. One for Toronto and one for Tokyo. It was
an invitation to participate in the second Henry Moore
Grand Prize International Sculpture Competition in
1981. "Zen-West" won 2nd prize and was acquired
by the Hakone Open Air Museum, Tokyo. The
following is the Japanese viewpoint.
Konosuke Hino, Art Critic, The Sankei Shimbun, July 10, 1981

The Toronto sculpture was exhibited at a one man
show at a Yorkville gallery. One day, Father Donovan
acquired the Toronto Zen-West for the Jesuit
Theological Seminary of St. Michael's College where
you can see the "Zen-West" near St. Basil's Church
at Bay and St. Joseph Street.
At the convocation ceremony next to the sculpture,
the good Father said, "It is what it is': Then he added,

"Very simply, this is a work with three gleaming "It is not necessary to put any meaning into it". I
dull-silver stainless-steel pillars piled on top of each really liked that.
A sequel: One day, Ray Moriyama called me to say
other in such a way to give the unsettling feeling
that Akio Murasawa, a sculptor who arrived visiting
that if the balance were to change ever so slightly,
Toronto, saw Zen-West at Hakone and would like to
the whole thing would come tumbling down in an
meet with me. When I saw Akio's works, I suggested
instant.
The artist has used the word, Zen, in the title to Ray that it would be a good idea for the Japanese
business community in Toronto to sponsor a
of his work Perhaps the artist sees oriental mysticism
"Reciprocal" invitation for Murasawa to come and do
in viewing the stability within instability. I thought
a sculpture for Ontario. A year later, we all celebrated
of the stone garden, at Ryoan-ji temple in Kyoto
when I first saw this work. In that garden, at Ontario Place the installation of "Dialogue" by Akio
Murasawa.
surrounded by an earthen wall, one is aware of an
That is how governments celebrate special events
elemental arrangement of 15 large and small stones
with sculptures.
in the midst of a surface spread with white sand.
But for the stones, not one tree, not even a blade
of grass is present. One is never bored looking at
that arrangement of stones containing both the
rational and the irrational The scenery beyond the
earthen wall is a wonderful part of the whole
garden.
Kosso Eloul's work, when compared to the garden
at Ryoan-ji, has a pure simplicity,'it is beautifully
balanced with the natural surroundings at Hakone
If the pillars were even a little bigger or smaller,
the connection with nature would be broken. Eloul's
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work achieves a splendid harmony':

DISCOVERY: WHEN SCULPfURE MIGRATES AND CHANGES
SITE, IT ALTERS PERSONALITY:

BY WAY OF ILLUSTRATION:

A. "Inner City Gate" moved from the Toronto
Dominion Centre Civic Square to the Toronto
General Hospital Eaton Wing and was never the
same again. (#6 on map.)
B. "Salut" moved from a corporate site in North York
to a provincial site at Ontario Place and totally
reversed its meaning. (#4 on map.)
Such changes were wonderful surprises even to
me, the sculptor, who conceived these pieces for their
original surroundings to begin with.
"THE GATE"
Fitting by Harmony
"Inner City Gate" was created for the exhibit
"Sculpture in the City" during the 10th International
Sculpture Conference held in Toronto, 1978. My selfassignment was: on the flat, impressive inner-city
square, a pure harmony of black granite blocks of
highrise towers created by Mies van der Rohe, all so
very monumental and pure, I felt that a large sculpture,
scaled comfortably to human size and consisting of
similar elements as the building, Le. the blocks, would
be fitting and essential to humanize the expanse of
the space.
To harmonize, I wanted to create a dialogue between
the buildings
and the sculpture.
Harmonize
the two, the city-scale and the humanscale. Thus my sculpture developed
into absolutely non-plumb and nonlevel, looking like walking through the
square. Mobile and implying human
energy. The Miesian architectural
environment
and the Eloulian
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IT CHANGES ITSELF!

sculpture fully harmonized. It pleased me to watch
tourists taking family snapshots in front of "Inner City
Gate".
Fitting by Contrast
A few years later, "Inner City Gate" was acquired
by the Toronto General Hospital and placed on a grassy
hill in front of its Eaton Wing. The sculpture changed
drastically. It became much larger, monumental,
(landscapish). The dynamics of the "balancing act"
of its elements changed too. The sculpture now looks
immobile, anchored solidly to the ground. (The "Gate"
is not a gate anymore.) The sculpture looks and feels
chunkier, more massive.
Since the hill completely hides the entrance to the
hospital from street view, the sculpture became a
landmark. It didn't take long and the staff were saying
that the sculpture is a visual expression symbolizing
the three functions of T.G.H. - patient care, teaching,
research. It pleases me a lot in the summer to see
white-coated staff stretching out in small groups around
it, munching their lunches at noontime break.
This sculpture belonged to the Toronto Dominion
Square by pure harmony. That very same sculpture
now belongs to the Toronto General Hospital site, by
contrast. Yet it's the same "Inner City Gate': The yinyang and the triangle again, but more on that, later.
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SALUT

The following illustration is an amazing one. There
was no way I could predict when I conceived and
created "Salut" what would happen to it. Nor how
it would become so different in its new site from what
it was on the old location. One friend, an architect,
told me that he thought those two sites each had a
different sculoture.
"SALUT"

TOGETHER

"Salut" was commissioned by the owner of a
factory standing on a busy thoroughfare on Wilson
near Dufferin, in Toronto. The two parts of the
sculpture were interdependent, hugging each other
strongly, the taller block supported by the short and
solid block. Dependent for stability, the two huddled
together. I built a small mound to lift the touch-point
of the relationships (where the action is) up to eye
level of both driver and pedestrian. It made the
sculpture monumental and a landmark, and it worked:
"SALUT"

SEPARATING

That sculpture was moved by the present owner,
the Province of Ontario (through the Ontario Heritage
Foundation) and permanently placed at the East
entrance to Ontario Place, near the historical battleship,
Heida. When placing it, I realized that it changed. To
be more precise, a different facet of its personality
became apparent, predominated it, and established
itself. What had happened was that the larger body
had taken off, had pulled itself away from the shorter
one, its neighbour which was about to be left alone
(a perfect example of what the viewer's mind-set and
attitude towards the local scene, plus the natural
movement of shadows from sunrise to sunset, altering
both balance and perception). Now, I did not predict
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such change; nor could I have foreseen the total
change of personality due the to emigration of the
sculpture to the lakefront site.
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THE DISCOVERIES OF MATERIALS
EXCITEMENTS AND DISAPPOINTMENTS WITH STONE, WOOa
BRONZE AND STEEL

At the age of 18, when sculpture took me over
completely, only stone spoke (appealed) to me. I
continued my love affair with stone-carving at the Art
Institute of Chicago, but also discovered wood. For
years, the variety of woods fascinated me and many
of my early works were carved in wood. Then, Wham!!
At the 1st Yugoslavia International Sculpture
Symposion, I spent the whole summer of 1961 working
on "Starik" ("Elder"), a 10 foot solid oak trunk (see
photo). However, I was agonizing all that summer over
the fact that wood is such a "living" material, I could
easily imagine "Starik" sprouting limbs and branches.
That is when I abandoned wood as my material. I
went on to learn how to weld metal. Metal, a manmade contemporary (in feeling) material, inert.
And what about that love affair with stone, you

might ask. Well, here is how that romantic white
marble shapes up under my fingers ... see for
yourself.
And what about bronze? Well, my bronzes were
gallery successes in the 60's. Here is a small example
of one exhibited at the Musee D'Art Moderne in Paris
in 1962 at "Exposition Internationale du Petit Bronze".
I had to abandon bronze when it's qualities of
recording and the retaining of the human touch went
against my need for immediacy in my works. Bronze
hints that it took time and work to make the sculpture.
However, by then I needed my sculptures to be free
from the appearance of craftsmanship, of having been
worked upon. I had to have them look as if they "just
happened", happened by themselves "untouched by
human hand".
FINDING AND LOSING A SHAPE
For instance, I worked a lot with curved cylindrical
shapes. That meant mobility" a life force. Especially
so, when they were juxtaposed with a cube.
At one point, the cylinder became too limiting for
what I wanted to express, and I found the block by
far more complex, richer in possibilities of developing
a vocabulary of my own with it. And so, the cylinder
has graciously faded away.
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I am strongly motivated by my need to reach for
the unpredictable,
the ever present, unending
balancing act of life. I submit that: the curvy roundish
symbol, the yin-yang way of the Orient, is for me,
the same as the angular, the block of the Western
world. Both are well on their way towards a universal
world culture. My blocks are as ancient as the
pyramids, and as contemporary as today's newspaper.
In my work, I am possessed by an overwhelming urge
to express the hidden, to make it obvious and visible.
For the visible, is but the outcome of the invisible
forces which create the present, the shape of ail things,
of which I am but a part. When I say "1'; I also speak
for all my viewers. We humans can't just "live and
let live" like my beloved dog Ninotchka does. We need
and demand, and give life a "purpose" - and so we
say: a "meaningful" life ... Can we sayan "urgeful"
life? I am living an urgeful life, which compulsively
"picks up" subjects to be made into sculptures.
The subjects of my works, the precariousness of
life, the search for stability. Talk about aggression and
tenderness, forces in action, motion and movement.
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My sculptures speak about relationships - relationships
between any two, and sometimes three entities, as
between people, ideas, countries, positions, etc. And
thus, they comment symbolically on our journey
through life or the human dilemma of constant
decision-making, "to" ... or "not to" ...
You might be surprised to know that in my studio,
I am "up for grabs". I do not force myself on my
maquettes. I wait for them to call me. Only then, do
I touch them and they transform themselves into
sculptures and so, make themselves be.
My sculptures hint at things, or tell me things about
myself, or reaffirm things. So, there is more to these
models than I imagined. After saying that I was "up
for grabs'; well, I still am! For example, I usually work
simultaneously
on different tables on 3, 4, 5
modelslconcepts for sculptures. When I am "in the
mood'; receptive and sensitive, I go to my studio. I
stand still, very still and look around. "Which one
of you guys is going to grab me?" and I connect with
the one that totally absorbs me.

IN CANADA,

EVERY OUTDOOR

SCULPfURE

IS A TWIN

I AM SHARPLY AWARE THAT IN CANADA, MY SCULPTURES ARE BORN
AS WINTER/SUMMER TWINS.

I am keenly aware of this duality. I study it and
count on it when I conceive my works. In this way,
I can double the impact of my works on myself, and
of course, on my viewers. It comes from feeling and
knowing that in some subtle ways, the "summer me"
does not quite neatly overlap with the "winter me".
And, if I am open enough to be both, why can't my
sculptures be?
If "a picture is worth a thousand words", then a
sculpture is worth a million. It's solid, it's there, but
it's never the same. Not only does it change moods
with that of the viewer, but it also changes appearance
with the passing of the day, the changing shadows.
The morning light highlights some parts, creating and
declaring a different balance of power. The evening
light reverses everything with an unexpected emphasis.
A cloudy day will bring out another facet, another
face. And so, my sculptures have a distinct and
refreshingly different personality, a different meaning
in the white of winter to that of the colours of summer.
Summer-winter are opposites like the yin-yang.
And yet, the yin-yang is emphatically as "oneness
itself: In my sculptures, it is expressed in steel and
stone.
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NOTES TO MYSELF

My sculpture speaks in many tongues, yet it is far
less confusing or inhibiting than words. We always
need new dictionaries, while the sculpture's silence
speaks volumes - the calling of the sculpture, where
inward emotions express themselves out loud.
Inspiration - In my studio, looking at my emerging
model, I discipline myself to stop any thoughts, to
cancel all explanations. This allows for fresh and
spontaneous decisions. It's my eye or hand that decides
and not my understanding and computer like brain.
When I am open and sensitive, the sculpture tells me
what shape, colour, position, location it wants, it needs,
it demands! The opposite approach never works for
me.
Creativity is secret and silent, and comes privately,
in its own good time. It hits you like a 1,000 volt
jolt. It's always agonizing or being exhilirated.
I AM STRONGLY PREJUDICED
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I am strongly prejudiced towards simplicity, towards
the basic expression, the undressed, the down-to-thecore directness - the bare naked beauty of the spirit
as expressed in my sculpture. For me, there is none
of the camouflage of the seducing flourish of surface
texture. I respect the Zen-like purity of the DIRECT.
Giving life an expression in a shape or a form. To
become good at mixing reality and dreams until they
become inseparable is, to express the unity in the
Duality and the unity of the Trinity.
The small sculptures, done as three dimensional
"sketches" for the large commissions, show the same
geometric precision and play on tensions but in a
more intellectually abstract way since the physical
impact of sheer size is absent.

Geometry is eternal and elemental in nature. It
is truly international
and understandable.
I
comprehend geometry intimately and intuitively, and
that is why I succeed in fusing emotion and feelings
into what is cold logic. My challenge is to make my
sculptures human, to make geometry sing, make love,
dance or to express power ... in human affairs, games
of all governments and people.
For me, geometry is the perfect vehicle to express
dynamism, the ever flowing energy of life. One critic
wrote, "Kosso confronts the viewer, asking if the world
is as stable as we think, and hints that it is not: His
is an art of contradiction

and implication'~

THE VIEWER
Sculptures constantly change through the viewers'
examination. The fascinating triangle, sculpture-viewersite interact with each other, ceaselessly, to form a
unity such as the circle of the yin-yang. The live
environment, the viewer and the inert sculpture
produce such a chemistry of relationships, messages
and feelings, that only music or poetry can
approximate and touch.
It still amazes me that this non verbal sculpture
allows one to speak, to express oneself and
simultaneously
and effectively hide one within
it ... waiting to be rediscovered. In my opinion, the
viewer is part of the sculpture. I use myself as an
instrument with which to discover my inner self, and
also to create the shapes that will celebrate the human
aspect of our humanity. This explains the arches, the
entrances, the gateways and the other public
celebratory works of mine.

At the edge of Mexico City's Chapultepec Park, near
the Canadian
embassy,
stands
"Signalos"
commissioned by the ambassador of Mexico to Canada
to commemorate the Mexican-Canadian Friendship
Week, which included a cultural conference. When
I chose the name "Signalos'; he told me that there
is no such Mexican word. I was pleased to be able
to say, "There is no such word in English, either. It's
as abstract as the sculpture itself:
I shall never forget the few days it took present
day Aztecs to build a "pyramid" to act as the base
for "Signalos': Once I made the decision what height
the sculpture would be placed at, and that the base
would be a mound of local dark-gray lava rock, I could
just stand by and admiringly watch 40 labourers
instinctively design it. Each came with a trowel and
an empty gasoline can, mixing their own batch of
cement mortar, choosing from a huge pile the exact
one lava rock he liked best, and then carrying both
to the site of the slowly rising pyramid-mound. Each
man found a specific place for his stone and fitted
it in place. In the sun and heat of Mexico City, this
whole experience seemed like an ancient ritual. A
remarkable disciplined spontaneity was achieved when
the base just grew to perfection.
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"Langholm Common Riding: the Cryin' 0' the Fair
at the Castle Craigs", Scotland and "Solstice" at the
Guild of All Arts, Scarborough Bluffs, Ontario.
Once upon a time, participating in an international
competition in Scotland, I came up with a model
which answered my romantic thirst for Scottish lore
and my love for Bobby Burn's poetry, the placing of
the proposed sculpture among men on horseback, in
the mists of the highlands as a unique cross at the
crossroads of the past and the present, a cross in
action, in the act of rearranging itself towards its future,
an act of balance where anything can happen ... I
did not win that competition.
In an act of self-assignment and out of pure
frustration, I went ahead and realized this sculpture,
calling it "Solstice" 1987 (10'6" x 5'1") for one of
my one man shows at a private gallery. It then went,
temporarily, to a park in Toronto. As Fate would have
it, Kenneth Clark was celebrating the 50th Anniversary
of the Guild of All Arts with a large exhibit, curated
for him by Sorel Etrog. The Guild acquired "Solstice".
The Ontario Heritage Foundation acquired the Guild.
"Solstice"finally found a permanent home. (#20 on
the map)
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THE BIRTH OF A SCULrfURE
AND ITS DEMISE
In a large museum space, I created three archway
sculptures in one line, like a ceremonial way. Since
it lead to a corner, (to "nowhere") I needed a
"destination" work for that corner. There was no time,
and no solution. I took three of those white museum
plywood moving walls as emergency material and a
new sculpture was born on the spot. I painted it black,
which made it belong to that space. I dearly loved
its elegance and spontaneity ... a serious work of art.
After the exhibition ended, this sculpture was
dismantled and it became, once again, three mobile
museum partition/exhibition walls. But the idea lives
on, waiting to be materialized again, some day.

TWO VIEWPOINTS OF "TIME 73 ",
A SCULPfURE CELEBRATING KINGSTON'S
TERCENTENARY

ANNIVERSARY

PUBLIC VIEWPOINT

PRIVATE VIEWPOINT

Michael Davis, Publisher

Sandra Ballentyne

The Whig Standard, Kingston, Ontario

"The sculpture "Time" appears to have grown
up from the earth and the water and the wind It
belongs down by the lake, and yet is conspicuous,
a statement, man-made. The beauty of the sculpture,
to me, is that it integrates such emotions ... the
natura~ and the human; the solid, and the balanced,'
the real, and the illusory,' the concrete, and the
potential,' rooted yet reaching,' out of the earth, and
into the sky,' a captured moment within a
continuum ... In fact, I find myself unsure as to
whether its name should not be "Timelessness': But

"Kosso Eloul was chosen by a jury set up by the
Premier of Ontario. His piece "Time" was the first
to be finished and became an instant controversy.
Today, it soars in majestic splendour, no longer a
controversy but an accepted and loved part of our
waterfront. The first decade has flown by of
photographs, witnessed marriages, picnics and late
night love in bloom.
Kosso's bold statement "Time" celebrates
Kingston's tercentenary. It lives not only on the
waterfront but in the minds of many Canadians.
It patiently awaits future· generations to fulfill its
destiny':
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no, also a time. It is, at different times, uplifting,
reassuring, disturbing, in its endless and powerful
striving, passing. I believe it responds to my moods
or perhaps it creates them':

A CELEBRATION TO BE HELD
A IJUNDRED YEARS FROM NOW

We'll all be under the ground by then, and the
people of Ontario will assemble 100 years from now
around this very sculpture to celebrate Ontario's
Tercentenary by opening the "Time Capsule'~ Just like
we had gathered to celebrate Ontario's Bicentennial
Anniversary by documenting with mementos our way
of life now. When they open it, they will be reaching
toward us as we were reaching toward them in 1984.
To symbolize Ontario's celebration was a powerful
challenge! I thought of two solid upstanding 200 years
of achievement, supporting the 3rd "100 years" (the
capsule) in an active, mobile position suggesting a
dynamic situation where much can happen. Obviously
there is risk involved, a responsibility (environmentally)
and a hint of a warning for the future.
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IN THE WORKS· . "CANDCHIN

SCULPTURE"

THE SCULPTURE FOR THE CANADIAN EMBASSY IN BEIJING, CHINA

External Affairs warned me, "the Chinese always
emphasize their 6,000 years of history': My instinctive
response was, "so, we'll emphasize back, about our
6,000 years of future! We are equals!" But, it made
me think. I noticed in museums that the Chinese
dragons and lions are roundish in shape, with ball
eyes. Even their swords and rooftops curve upwards.
They love the round (Yin-Yang). If Canada wants to
assert itself, we should emphasize the square, and
in stone, which they respect.
I conceived a two part, grey, Canadian granite joined
over a "gap" just touching. Geologically, the land
masses drifted apart. What if psychologically, inwardly
they can bridge and drift backwards? ... I placed the
rocks with a touch-point, pivot-like. When I presented
the model to External Affairs, I said, "I want to install
pool lights in the "Candchin" gap so that at night,
the gap would be lit. This would reverse the dark,
cave-like, daytime effect of the sculpture': The response
was wonderful. "Good! And we'll install a dimmer
on those lights. When relations improve, we'll increase
the brightness and dill) it, if they worsen. It's bad form
in China to "spell things out". They only hint. Now,
we'll be able to hint back" ... The sculpture is
scheduled to be installed this year.
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EQUINOX FOR UNIVERSITY CENTRE
"Equinox" was created to represent me at the "Art
Toronto '80" festival. The sculpture was placed at
Harbourfront Square Park. It stood there for several
years. The University of Toronto invited it to change
locations and it was placed at University College
quadrangle where it rested another number of years.
Klaus Vogel discovered it in that park-like ambience,
suggesting to move it to University Centre (393
University Avenue), an urban setting.
This challenge allowed "Equinox" to express a
different facet of itself and make a fresh statement
and a fresh impact.

Just concluded: a commission to create an edition
of a dozen small sculptures to be presented to
supporters of the KIDS-HELP-PHONE program of the
Canadian Children's Foundation.
First thought coming to mind was using the classic
children's playing blocks. The crucial artistic task was
placing them perfectly right. The visualization of a
"support system" was my goal. Both sides prop up
the centre. Once I achieved it to my complete
satisfaction, I test showed it to kids who instantly
reacted as I expected. Then I showed it to the parents
and did I get a surprise, "It's our own teenager rocking
the family ... "

FOR NA'AMAT VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
IN HADERA, ISRAEL
Kosso Eloul, Esther Sarick and Louise Comblum
during a ceremony presenting one of the miniature
sculptures for Na'amat's sponsors of the vocation
school, "Timon" in Israel for rehabilitating teenagers.
These miniature sculptures are replicas of the large
(12' h.) outdoor landscape-piece which will be placed
in 1991 in front of the school.
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EPILOGUE: AS MODERN AS MY WORK IS,
I AM AN ANCIENT

Society always knew how to use its sculptors.
Sculptors were always proud to serve society. In Africa,
they were makers of Gods, giving them shapes. The
shapes visualized and made the myth real. I feel close
to the African sculptor. I can easily identify with the
primitive man. The prehistoric man making images
on the walls of the cave - magic - and helps the hunt.
Survival.
In China, it was sculptors who supplied the
emperor with the wonderful life-size clay army to enter
the Gates of Heaven. On another continent (in India),
it was sculptors who used the power of their innereye to visualize the Gods, and convey their doings
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and detail them. I identify deeply with all that.
Our own society, being a commercial/consumer
society, the artists were reduced to just object-for-sale
makers, for galleries, for their dealers. The criteria:
it has to sell ...
I sell well, so what? My thirst for the heroic has
not been quenched. My hunger for the grandiose is
still with me. Sorry, I guess I am still that ancient
man who feels the supernatural magic of sculrrture
and who deeply cares about our society, our world,
about humanity.
Sculpture? I see it on the same plane as the
Africans, the Eskimo, the ancients and the believers.
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